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FOR UNKNOWN SECRECIES 
REFUSAL IS BETTER THAN LYING 

Joachim Biskup 

Abstract A shared information system is expected to comply with the following poten
tially conflicting requirements. It should provide useful answers to arbitrary 
queries, while on the other hand it should preserve certain secrets according to 
a security policy. We study and compare two previously suggested approaches 
to meet these requirements, namely refusal of statements and lying. The inves
tigation is performed using a highly abstract and general framework, both with 
respect to the information system and the preservation of secrets. The assess
ment shows that for unknown secrecies refusal is better than lying. In particular, 
while preserving the same secrets refusal can provide more useful answers. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

An information system is commonly employed as a tool for sharing persis
tent data among various users, for supporting communications among these 
users, and for deriving answers to queries on the basis of the stored data. In 
general, however, a specific user has only restricted rights to the services of 
the information system. In particular, query answering on behalf of a user can 
be restricted so as not to reveal some parts of the data which are considered 
to be secrets. Thus a shared information system is expected to comply with 
the following potentially conflicting requirements. On the one hand it should 
provide useful answers to arbitrary queries, while on the other hand it should 
preserve certain secrets according to a security policy. We study and compare 
two previously suggested approaches to satisfy these requirements, namely re
fusal of statements and lying. The investigation is performed using a highly 
abstract and general framework, both with respect to the information system 
and the preservation of secrets. 
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The information system framework basically consists of the following fea
tures. An instance of the information system is seen as a structure of an appro
priate logic. A query is a sentence of that logic. And finally, a query (sentence) 
is evaluated with respect to an instance (structure) by determining whether the 
instance is a model of the query (or, in other words, whether the query is true 
in the instance). 

The preservation of secrets framework basically consists of the following 
features. A secret might be any sentence for which the instance is a model. A 
security policy states that a given set of secrets is not allowed to be revealed to 
a specific user, i.e. the user should not be able to know the secrets on the basis 
of answers to queries. More precisely, for any instance a secret is preserved, if 
for any sequence of queries there exists an essentially different instance with 
the following properties: First, the system produces the same answers for the 
two instances, i.e., the two instances are indistinguishable for the user. Second, 
while the actual instance is a model of the secret, the other instance is a model 
of the negation of the secret. 

Any approach to achieve preservation of secrets must be based on some as
sumptions about the user's capabilities. In any case these capabilities comprise 
the knowledge about the system's strategy to preserve secrets, and the system's 
answers to previous queries. Additionally, before issuing the first query, the 
user has some initial belief about the instance which may be true or not. Thus, 
at any time the user's current belief is assumed to depend both on his initial 
belief and the system's answers to previous queries. 

A first approach [8] to achieve preservation of secrets is based on refusal of 
statements, i.e. on just returning a special value (say mum), whenever the system 
recognizes that otherwise a secret would be challenged. A second approach [1] 
is based on lying. Deviating from [1], in this paper we use a version of lying 
that always requires to return the negation of the right answer if a challenge 
is detected. This version appears to be more appropriate within our context. 
We study both approaches in a unified framework, in order to assess and to 
compare their advantages and disadvantages. The framework is set up in the 
tradition of previous work on information flow control and inference control, 
as presented for example in [2, 3, 4, 6]. 

Our investigations focus on the case that the user supposedly does not know 
the secrecies, i.e. the alternatives of a sentence and its negation one of which 
is the right answer to be kept secret. The insight gained in this paper can be 
summarized by the statement given as the title of the paper: 

• For unknown secrecies, refusal is better than lying. 

• In particular, while preserving the same secrets refusal can provide more 
useful answers. 
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Table 9.1 Controlled query evaluation with initial belief b => sl V s2. 

ordinary answer answer 
query query result with refusal with lying comment 

b=> b=> b=> b=> the assumed initial belief is confirmed 
sl Vs2 sl Vs2 sl Vs2 sl Vs2 since no secret is challenged 

a a a a no secret is challenged 

b b b ·b the disjunction of secrets can be 
revealed under refusal but not under 
lying 

•S2 s2 mum •S2 querying an alternative of a secrecy 
always results in refusal or lying, resp. 

Formally, the insight only applies for our general framework. This frame
work is general in the sense that many reasonable and sufficiently powerful 
practical systems are expected to be specialized examples. Thus, the insight 
widely remains valid also for practical situations. 

2. A SIMPLE EXAMPLE 

This section is intended to serve two purposes. It exemplifies the high level 
ideas and claims surveyed in the introduction. And it illustrates the formal 
concepts and results presented in the rest of the paper. 

We assume that the underlying logic of our example information system 
includes the atomic sentences a, b, sl and s2, which can be used like proposi
tional variables. Suppose the actual instance of the information system is given 
as an Herbrand structure by db := {a, b, sl, s2}. Furthermore, suppose that the 
security policy requires not to reveal whether sl or -,sl holds and whether s2 
or •s2 holds. Later on this requirement will be formally represented by the set 
of so-called secrecies, i.e. by secrecies := { { sl, •sl }, { s2, •s2} }. The actual 
secrets are given by the alternatives that are valid in the instance db, i.e. by 
secrets:= {sl,s2}. 

Table 9.1 shows a run of controlled query evaluation under both the refusal 
approach and the lying approach. In this run the user submits the sequence a, 
b, •s2 of queries about literals, after having got a confirmation about his initial 
belief b :::} sl V s2. The initial belief is chosen such that it is valid with respect 
to the actual instance and does not violate the security policy. Thus when the 
initial belief is queried, then the ordinary query result is returned. 
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The valid literal a is not at all related to the secrets, and thus the system can 
return the ordinary query result. The literal b is the premise of the initial belief 
the conclusion of which, sl V s2, is the disjunction of the secrets. For refusal, 
at this point of time, there is no need for modification since this disjunction 
has not explicitly declared to be secret. If later on the disjuncts happen to be 
queried individually then the system can still refuse the ordinary query results. 
For lying, the system has to proceed more cautiously: once the user believes 
that the disjunction of the secrets is valid, the system cannot avoid that later on 
the user can obtain a valid belief on a secret. Hence the system reacts by lying. 
Finally, the literal•s2 is not valid, and thus s2 is the ordinary query result. This 
result must be modified under both approaches since it is a secret. Fortunately, 
the lie about s2 is consistent with the previous lie about the literal b. 

Comparing refusal and lying for the example we can already make some 
observations. The formal investigations confirm that they also hold in general. 
First, whenever the lying approach delivers the ordinary query result, so does 
the refusal approach. Second, sometimes refusal allows to return the ordinary 
result but lying does not. Third, in general both approaches have to postulate 
that the user does not know the secrecies. For (our version ot) lying, this 
remark is obvious; for refusal, it can be justified by the observation that seeing 
the answer mum, the user may examine why the system reacts in this way. It 
will turn out that the refusal approach can be adapted to the case that the user 
knows the secrecies, at the price of additional refusals. 

3. ORDINARY QUERY EVALUATION 

An information system maintains two kinds of data: A schema DS captures 
the universe of discourse for the intended application and is formally defined 
as the set of all allowed instances. An instance db is a structure which inter
prets the symbols of some logic, i.e. of the universe of discourse (see e.g. [7]). 
We only consider the most elementary kind of query, namely a sentence in the 
language of the logic. Given a structure db (stored as an instance) and a sen
tence .P (issued as a query), .P is either true (valid) or false in db, or in other 
words, the structure is either a model of the sentence or not. When a user is
sues a query .P against the schema DS, the (ordinary) query evaluation eval ( .P) 
determines the pertinent case for the current instance db. Thus we formally de
fine eval(.P): DS-+ {true,false} with eval(.P)(db) := dbmodeLof .P, where 
the boolean operator modeLof is assumed to be appropriately specified for the 
logic under consideration. We also use an equivalent formalization where ei
ther the queried sentence or its negation is returned: eval* ( .P) : DS -+ { .P, ...,.p} 
with eval*(.P)(db) :=if dbmodeLof .P then .P else ...,.p_ 
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We always follow the convention that a sequence of two negation symbols 
is automatically discarded. Our definition trivially implies that for all instances 
db and for all queries <P we have dbmodeLof eval*(<P)(db). 

We also define the semantic relationship F= for logical implication in a stan
dard way, namely by <P F= \]! :iff for every structure db with dbmodeLof <P we 
also have db mode Lof \]!. The complementary relationship is denoted with 

4. CONTROLLED QUERY EVALUATION 

The purpose of the inference control is to ensure that an ordinary query 
result is actually shown to the user only for those cases for which this is not 
considered to be forbidden according to some security policy. The parameter of 
the security policy is declared as a set seer of secrecies, each of which consists 
of a pair of complementary sentences { \]!,..., \]!}. Then the policy states that for 
every secrecy in seer the user should not be able to determine-whether by 
explicit answers or by inferences-which alternative of the secrecy is correct 
(with respect to the current instance). We define secrecy(w) := {w, •W}. 
Each set of secrecies seer uniquely determines the secrets of any particular 
instance db as secretssecr,db := {eval*('l!)(db) I secrecy(w) E seer}. 

In order to enforce any declared policy the system has to make assumptions 
about the user's capabilities. Since, in this scenario, the user is supposed to 
potentially behave as an adversary, these assumptions should be as conserva
tive as possible, and they cannot be obtained by cooperation with that user. Our 
general assumptions will be as follows: 

• The user knows the system's strategy of controlled query evaluation, and 
he has some initial belief about the instance. 

• The user remembers all answers to previous queries. 

• The user has unrestricted computational power to reason. 

Whenever the system recognizes that the ordinary answer to a query would 
challenge a secret, it basically has two options to react: 

• It can refuse any substantial statement on the query, say by returning the 
special value mum. Refusal has been suggested in [8]. The main results 
will be reviewed in Section 5 .. 

• It can lie in the sense that it returns the negation of the ordinary query re
sult. Lying has been suggested in [1] in a somehow different version that 
is based on secrets rather than on secrecies. The main results, suitably 
adopted for our version and framework, will be restated in Section 6 .. 
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Having designed any controlled query evaluation, we have to verify that the 
expected properties of a security model are indeed met. For our investigations 
the security model comprises the following features: 

• The user issues sequences of queries. 

• For any sequence of queries the system should protect the secrets. 

• The secrets should be protected in the sense that it is in principal impos
sible for the user to gain complete information about the secrets. 

• Complete information would mean that the given query answers could 
result from exactly one choice for the secrets (i.e. for any secrecy 
{ w,-, w} the pre-image of any sequence of answers should contain at 
least two essentially different instances which differ for the secrecy, one 
of which is a model of W, and the other one is a model of -, W). 

The control facilities basically consist of three components: 

• The first component is a censor, which decides whether the ordinary 
query result is allowed to be shown to the user. We study censors which 
consider the instance db, the secrecies seer, the user image user and the 
query Thus, such a censor returns a decision of the form 

E {true (do not show result), 
false (show result)}. 

• The second component is a modificator, denoted by modify, which possi
bly modifies the ordinary query result. For refusal we will use the refusal 
modificator which constantly returns the special value mum. And for ly
ing we will use the lying modificator which always returns the negated 
sentence. 

• The third component is the user image, denoted by user, which contains 
the system's explicitly represented assumptions on the user's belief about 
the instance. The user image is just a set of sentences in the language 
of the logic. We will allow the user image to be initialized more or less 
freely, and for each query the returned answer is inserted but only if that 
answer is a sentence in the logic. 

Since the controlled query evaluation has to keep track of both the initial 
belief, user0 , and the previous answers, a sequence of queries ( ... , is 
processed using a memory. Thus, for each ( 1, ... , and user0 we consider 
a function 

controLeval( ( ... , user0 ) 

which is formalized by an inductive definition of the form: 
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controLeval( ( <P 1, ... , c:pn), user0 )(db,secr) := 
( (ans 1, user1 ), ... , (ansn, usern)) 

with 

ansi:= if censor(db,secr,useri-1, ipi) then modify(eval*(ipi)(db)) 
else eval*(<Pi)(db), 

useri := if ansi is a sentence then useri-l U {ansi} else useri-l. 

Any specific approach is determined by the local functions censor and modify. 

5. REFUSAL OF STATEMENTS 

Controlled query evaluation with refusal treats queries according to the fol
lowing rules: 

• It delivers the ordinary query result if no secret is challenged. 

• Otherwise it refuses to give a statement by using the refusal modificator. 

• It maintains a user image user with "true beliefs". 

• Only arguments (db,secr) with precondition dbmodeLof user0 are "al
lowed". 

Obviously we can only protect secrets which are not already initially be-
lieved. Hence we are interested in ensuring the invariant for real secrets: 

useri X, for all X E realsecrets, where 

realsecrets :={X I user0 XanddbmodeLof X and secrecy(X) E seer}. 

The main results of [8] about controlled evaluation with refusal are restated 
in the next subsections. They can be basically summarized as follows: 

• With regard to a modelled user who does not know the secrecies: for 
preserving secrets under all sequences of queries, it is necessary and 
sufficient that the censor maintains the invariant for real secrets. This 
property is just achieved by the secret censor. 

• With regard to a modelled user who is aware of the secrecies: for pre
serving secrets under all sequences of queries, it is necessary and suf
ficient that the censor maintains a stronger invariant-one that protects 
any sentence of the secrecies under arbitrary answers. This property is 
just achieved by the secrecy censor. 
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Firstly, we define and study the secret censor. The secret censor demands 
that the ordinary query result be modified if the user could use the correct result 
eval*(<P)(db) to infer a secret w, i.e. 

censorsecrers(db,secr,user,<P) := (exists'lt) 
[dbmodeLof 'lt and secrecy('lt) E secranduserU {eval*(<P)(db)} I= w). 
Theorem 1 below is based on the assumption, that the user does not know 

the secrecies. Theorem 2 below shows that this assumption is indeed crucial 
since otherwise the user can possibly take advantage of refusals (which are not 
explicitly represented in the user image). 

Theorem 1 (successful refusal when secrecies are unknown) Let censor be 
the secret censor and modify be the refusal modificator, ( <P1 , ... , <Pn) be an ar
bitrary sequence of queries and user0 be an arbitrary initial belief Then for all 
"allowed" arguments ( db1, secr1) and for all real secrets X with user0 X and 
db1 modeLof X and secrecy(X) E secr1, there exists a different "allowed" 
argument (db2,secr2) with the following properties: 

I. [same answers] controLeval((<Pl, . .. ,<Pn),user0 )(db1,secri) = 
controLeval( ( <P1, ... , <Pn), user0 )(db2,secr2); 

2. [different secrets] eval*(X)(dbi) i= eval*(X)(db2). 

Proof 

Basically, this theorem is Theorem 10.3 from [8]. So we only sketch the 
proof. According to the assumption, the real secret X has the properties 
db1 modeLof X and user0 X. Since the secret censor maintains the invariant 
for real secrets, we also have for the final belief that X. Then, by the 
usual definition of 1=, there exists a structure db2 such that db2modeLof 
and db2 modeLof •X. 

We take db2 as the new instance, and we define the new secrecies as 

secr2 := {secrecy(eval*(<Pi)(db2)!\useri-1) I 
censorsecrets(dbl,secrl, useri-l, <Pi)}, 

where"!\ useri-1" abbreviates the conjunctive addition of the conjunction 
of all elements of useri-l. The new argument ( db2, secr2) has the properties 
stated in the theorem. 

0 

Theorem 2 Let censor be the secret censor and modify be the refusal modi
ficator. Then there exists a sequence of queries ( <P1, ... , <Pn ), an initial belief 
user0 and a set seer of secrecies with the following properties: 

there exists a sequence of query answers such that its pre-image for the func
tion controLeval( ( <P1, ... , <Pn), user0 ) with respect to instances only-fixing 
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the secrecies-contains exactly one element (up to query equivalence of in
stances). 

Proof 

Basically, this theorem is implicitly stated in Section 4 of [8]. 

0 

The theorems also show that, at least in general, the user cannot determine 
initially unknown secrecies from the answers, since otherwise he could first 
do so and then use a reasoning like in the (omitted) proof of Theorem 2 to 
determine also the secrets. But this method would contradict Theorem 1. 

Secondly, we define and study the secrecy censor. The secrecy censor de
mands that the ordinary query result be modified if the user could use an arbi
trary answer to infer a secret or its negation, i.e. 

censor secrecies (db, seer, user, <P) : = 
(existsw)[dbmodeLof wand secrecyw E seer and 

[user U { eval* ( <P) (db)} I= 'l1 or 
user U { •eval* ( <P )(db)} I= 'l1 or 
user U { •eval* ( <P) (db)} I= •W]]. 

Obviously the secrecy censor is stronger than the secret censor. In particular 
the secrecy censor maintains a strengthened invariant for secrecies: 
useri .IC X, for all X E rea/secrets, and additionally, if ansi =/:- mum then 
useri-l U { •ansi} .IC X, for all X with secrecy(X) E seer. 

Theorem 3 (successful refusal when secrecies are known) Let censor be 
the secrecy censor and modify be the refusal modificator, ( <P 1, ... , q,n) be an 
arbitrary sequence of queries and user0 be an arbitrary initial belief. Further
more let seer be a fixed set of secrecies. Then for all instances db1 such that 
( db1, seer) is an "allowed" argument and for all real secrets X with user0 .IC X 
and db1 modeLof X and secrecy(X) E seer there exists a different instance 
dbz such that ( dbz, seer) is "allowed" with the following properties: 

1. [same answers] controLeval ( ( <P 1, ... , q,n), user0 )( db1, seer) = 
controLeval( ( <P1 , ... , q,n), user0 )(db2,secr); 

2. [different secrets] eval*(X)(dbl) =/:- eval*(X)(dbz). 

Proof 

Basically, this theorem is Theorem 10.2 from [8] and proved like Theorem 1. 

0 
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6. LYING 

Controlled query evaluation with lying treats queries according to the fol
lowing rules: 

• It delivers the ordinary query result if no secret is challenged. 

• Otherwise it lies by using the lying modificator modify( ci?) := -,cJ?. 

• It maintains a user image user which consists of a belief. 

• The function controLeval((ci?\ .... ci?n),user0 ) is considered only for 
consistent initial beliefs user0 . 

Controlled query evaluation should maintain consistency of user belief as 
an invariant. This requirement cannot always be achieved if for any query 
a pertinent though possibly lied statement is returned. The following exam
ple characterizes the situation. Define secrets := { \lt 1, ... , \lt k} and user0 := 
{ \lt 1 V · · · V \lt k}. If the user issues the sequence of queries \lt 1, ... , \lt k, then 
the ordinary query results, namely \lti, must be modified, i.e. the lying mod
ificator generates the answers •Wi· Hence we finally get the user belief 
userk := {\lt1 V · · · V \ltk, •WI. ... , •Wk}. which clearly is inconsistent. The 
final event, that the user belief becomes inconsistent after k answers, is closely 
related to the directly preceding event, that the still consistent user belief after 
k - 1 answers logically implies the last secret. For consider that user belief 
userk- 1 := {w 1 V · · · V \lt k, -,\lf 1, ... , -,\lf k-1}: clearly we have userk- 1 I= \lt k· 
Hence the initial belief and the first k - 1 answers (lies) would reveal the last 
secret \lt k· 

The example indicates that in general it is necessary to maintain a strength
ened invariant that not only preserves the consistency of the user belief but 
also the assertion that the user belief does not imply the disjunction of all se
crets (which clearly includes the consistency). The more precise investigations 
below will provide a main result that can be basically summarized as follows: 

• With regard to a modelled user who does not know the secrecies: for 
preserving secrets under all sequences of queries, it is necessary and suf
ficient that the initial belief does not imply the disjunction of all secrets 
and that the censor maintains the corresponding invariant. This property 
is just achieved by the secret-disjunction censor. 

The secret-disjunction censor demands that the ordinary query result be 
modified if the user could use the correct result to infer the disjunction of all 
secrets, i.e., we define 

censorsecdisj(db,secr, user, ci?) :=user U { eval*(ci? )(db)} I= secret ...disjunction, 
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...d. . . {'ll11 V · · · V 'lllk for secrets:= ... , wk}, 
secret zs]unctwn := <> & t 0 tOr secre s := . 

Then, together with the lying modificator modify( <P) := •<P, by instantiating 
the generic declaration given in Section 4., we get controlled query evaluation 
with lying. Theorem 4 below first shows that the necessary invariant for the 
disjunction of all secrets is indeed maintained. Theorem 4 and Theorem 5 
together say that the invariant is also sufficient for preserving the secrets. These 
theorems are related to the assertions in Section V of [1], which were made 
there within a model-theoretic framework for a modal logic of belief and for a 
version of lying based on secrets rather than on secrecies. 

Theorem 4 (Invariant of the secret-disjunction censor) Let censor be the 
secret-disjunction censor and modify be the lying modificator. Then controlled 
query evaluation with lying has the following property: 

useri-1 ¥ secret..disjunction 

if and only if 
useri ¥ secret..disjunction. 

Proof 

"-¢:=": The claim immediately follows from useri-1 useri. 
":::::}": Assume useri-1 ¥ secret..disjunction, and let <Pi be an arbitrary query. 
According to the definition of the controlled query evaluation with lying, the 
returned answer ansi is either eval*(<Pi)(db) or •eval*(<Pi)(db), and this an
swer is added to useri-1 • 

Case 1: ansi= eval*(<Pi)(db). This case happens iff 

useri-1 U { eval* ( <P) (db)}¥ secret ..disjunction. 

Case 2: ansi = •eval* ( <Pi)(db ). This case happens iff 

useri-1 U {eval*(<P)(db)} I= secret..disjunction. 
Now suppose indirectly that we also have 

useri-1 U { •eval* ( <P )(db)} I= secret ..disjunction. 
Then, by a well-known result of logic, these implications are only possible if 
even useri-1 I= secret..disjunction. This relationship, however, contradicts the 
assumption. 

0 

Theorem 5 (successful lying when secrecies are unknown) Let censor be 
the secret-disjunction censor and modify be the lying modificator, ( <P1 , ... , <Pn) 
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be an arbitrary sequence of queries and user0 be an arbitrary initial belief 
Then for all arguments { db1, secrl) with user0 secret_disjunction1 and for 
all secrets X with db1 modeLof X and secrecy(X) E secr1, there exists a 
different argument (db2,secr2) with the following properties: 

1. [same answers] controLeval ( ( 1 , ... , user0 ) ( db1, secr1) = 
controLeval(( ... , user0 )(db2,secr2); 

2. [different secrets] eval*(X)(db1) "# eval*(X)(db2). 

Proof 

Setting = user0 we have by assumption 

.It secret..disjunction1 
and hence, by Theorem 4 about the invariant, also 

userr .It secret ..disjunction!. 
Since X E secrets1 and thus X F= secret..disjunction1, we obtain userr X. 
Then, by the usual definition ofF=, there exists a structure db2 such that 

db2 modeLof userr and db2 modeLof •X. 
We take db2 as the new instance, and we define the new secrecies as secr2 := 0. 
Hence we have secreLdisjunction2 := <>. Then the new argument (db2,secr2) 
has the properties stated in the theorem. 

D 

7. ASSESSMENT OF REFUSAL AND LYING 

Our assessment applies for uniform controls to defend against unrestricted 
users, as explained below. First, the controls should preserve the secrets uni
formly, i.e. for all possible sequences of queries and user images, and for all 
"allowed" arguments the controls should be performed with the same security 
mechanisms (the censor and the modificator in particular). Preserving secrets 
means, here, that in all cases the user cannot uniquely determine the secret part 
of the current instance. Second, this property holds even if the user can employ 
unrestricted computational power. For, whatever sequence of queries is issued 
and whatever initial belief is available, the evaluation function turns out to be 
"nowhere injective with respect to the secrets", as far as it is successful. 

Then, in Table 9.2 we summarize the properties of the approaches to con
trolled query evaluation as treated in this paper. 

Refusal using the secret censor has the following advantages in comparison 
to (our version of) lying using the secret-disjunction censor: 

• Refusal is applicable for a larger class of normal arguments. 
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Table 9.2 Assessment of uniform control mechanisms to defend against unrestricted users. 

Refusal with secret Refusal with secrecy Lying with 
censor censor secret-disjunction censor 

censor censorship, if current censorship, if current censorship, if current 
user belief and (correct) user belief and arbitrary user belief and (correct) 
ordinary query result result imply a secret or ordinary query result 
imply a secret its negation imply the disjunction of 

all secrets 

modifica- refusal modificator: refusal modificator: lying modificator: 
tor modify() = mum modify() = mum modify( .P) = ...,.p 

user user belief user with user belief user with user belief user with 
image dbmodeLof user dbmodeLof user user consistent 

precon- argument allowed: argument allowed: initial user belief user0 

dition dbmodeLof user0 dbmodeLof user0 does not imply the 
disjunction of all secrets 

excep- initial user belief user0 initial user belief user0 initial user belief user0 

tiona/ implies a secret, and thus implies a secret, and thus implies the disjunction 
case all statements are all statements are of all secrets (in 

refused: mechanism not refused: mechanism not particular the initial 
applicable applicable belief user0 is 

inconsistent): 
mechanism not 
applicable 

normal initial user belief user0 initial user belief user0 initial user belief user0 

case does not imply any does not imply any does not imply the 
secret secret disjunction of all secrets 

(and thus is not 
inconsistent) 

invariant user belief user does not user belief user does not user belief user does not 
in imply any secret imply any secret or its imply the disjunction of 
normal negation, even if the last all secrets 
case non-refused ordinary 

query result is 
substituted by its 
negation 

secrecies secrets cannot be secrets can be preserved: secrets cannot be 
known preserved: Theorem 2 Theorem 3 preserved: obvious 

secrecies secrets can be preserved: secrets can be preserved: secrets can be preserved: 
unknown Theorem 1 Theorem 3 Theorem 5 
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• The secret censor is weaker than the secret-disjunction censor, and thus 
the former more often shows the ordinary query result than the latter. 

• By refusal, the user is never misled by lying. 

• Refusal can be combined with the secrecy censor, in order to cope with 
applications where the secrecies are supposedly known to the user. 

However, there also could be two disadvantages: 

• The precondition of refusal is stronger than the precondition of lying. 
The former requires that the assumed initial belief is compatible with 
the actual instance, whereas the latter only demands its consistency. 

• Refusal reveals the pure fact of modification (but neither the specific 
reasons behind the refusal nor, in particular, the secrecies) whereas, of 
course, lying is not indicated. 

In conclusion, for the majority of applications we expect that the advantages 
of refusal will be ranked higher than its disadvantages. Therefore, in general 
we favour refusal over lying. 

There are several directions for further interesting research. First, we could 
relax the two features emphasized above. Second, we could investigate how to 
combine refusal and lying and possibly even other types of reactions, in partic
ular for nonuniform mechanisms to defend against restricted users. Third, we 
could extend the comparison for the original version of lying that assumes that 
the user knows that a fixed set of secrets (not secrecies) are to be kept secret. 
We conjecture that the original version is closely related to refusal with the se
crecy censor. Fourth, we could study appropriate instantiations of modal logic 
for reasoning about the belief of users from the point of view of the protect
ing system. Fifth, we could refine the investigation for more practical versions 
of information systems. The previous work on lying [1] and the study in [3] 
are examples of useful starting points for the last two suggestions. Finally, it 
would be worthwhile to embed the present and future work into the general 
theory of Reasoning about Knowledge as elaborated in [5]. 
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